
sherry k. lam

 Updated UI components within the design system to establish consistent branding 
using Adobe X

 Designed 5 new app features (mood tracker, notes, availability tracker, goals, and 
dashboard) for users to easily reach their mental health goals with their mentors

UX Design Intern | Nov 2019 - Feb 2020

Wazo

UCLA Student Affairs IT

UX & Website Support Assistant | Nov 2019 - Sep 2021

 Improved web accessibility by 30% on 31 department sites that garner 14 million views 
per year, updated sites through Drupal, and wrote HTML/CSS/JS on DN

 Simplified user flow for accessing program information on UCLA Recreation (1.5 
million views/year) by conducting user research and competitive analyse

 Spearheaded effort of creating training sites with 30 video tutorials to teach 
departments about the CMS and best web accessibility practices

KnowMe

Product Designer | Mar 2021 - Jun 2021

Product Design Intern | Mar 2020 - Mar 2021

 Led end-to-end design efforts to improve existing and new features as the sole 
designer for this start-up; designed a full MVP mobile app within 3 months in Figm

 Streamlined hand-off to devs by defining the design system from the ground up, 
writing detailed specifications, and prototyping all interactions

 Strategized UX direction for 5 major app features with the C-Suit
 Conducted 8 user interviews to improve and prioritize feature requirement
 Increased signup by 50% by redesigning and implementing the website on Webflow

Google Calendar, Mobile

UX/UI Design | 6 weeks

Improved how users can add/mark 
tasks as complete on Calendar for 
time blocking. Focused on micro-
animating interactions with Protopie.

Medium, Mobile

UX/UI Design | 1 week

Improved feature for saving and 
exploring stories for future 
reference. Prototyped with Principle.

experience.

www.sherrylam.com sherryylam@gmail.com Linkedin: /in/sherryklam (408) 931-3319 Bay Area, CA

University of California, 

Los Angeles (UCLA)

B.S. Cognitive Science,

Specialization in Computing,

Asian American Studies Minor

Yonsei University 
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Seoul, Korea

EDUCATION.

interests.

SKILLS.

design projects.

Tools

Figma

Sketch App

Principle

Protopie

UX PIN

Design

Wireframing

Prototyping

User Flows

Interaction Design

Visual Design

Design System

User Research

User Interviews

Usability Testing

Competitive Analysis

Code

HTML

CSS

Javascript

Community, Productivity tools, 
Healthcare, Web accessibility, 
Learning about people’s stories! 

T-Mobile @ Indigo Slate

Sr. UX Designer | Sep 2021 - Jan 2023

 Designed internal web tools using UX PIN and Figma for 10,000 Customer Care 
Experts to reduce call time resolution and improve customer satisfactio

 Collaborated with UX Researchers and stakeholders to design 3 new AI/ML 
experiences for 500+ Customer Care Experts from the ground u

 Improved how Experts view automated memos (60,000/day) by designing system 
health indicators and enhancing the transcript app

 Led design of displaying SMS messages sent to customers (>1.5 billion texts/year with 
an average 12-hour contact rate of 1.7%) to Experts to decrease call time resolutio

 Delivered designs and prototypes for 4 enhancement features for 3,000 Messaging 
Experts to quickly resolve customer issue

 Drove design exploration for integrating dynamic content, like notifications and help 
articles, based on speech-to-text into customer service tools

https://www.sherrylam.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sherryklam/

